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Abstract. Digital communication is the physical transfer of data through a point-to-point or point-to-point 
multidisciplinary communication channel. This is to exchange private messages. Digital communication plays an 

important role in today's world of electronics. The rate of data transfer in digital communication depends on its 

characteristics Digital communication provides a seamless experience to customers and partners direct communication 

and AI chat bots and automation Digital in various forms such as digital makes communication easier for customers to 
access companies simultaneously. It's convenient, it's easy, cheap, and fast because it can be done over long distances 

over the Internet and other things can be done via digital hardware processing circuits. Physical transmission of data 

through point-to-point multidisciplinary communication channels is more flexible than analog with higher energy 

consumption. It required more bandwidth compared to analog systems. 
Keywords: Information hiding, Meta analysis, online communication, Wireless communication.  

1. Introduction 

Digital communication involves an organization’s online communication efforts. Most organizations today use a wide 

range of online channels—from their website to mobile chat to blogs—to connect with current and prospective customers, 

employees, and other stakeholders. They need digital marketing professionals who have a keen understanding of how to 

leverage this convergence of technology and messaging to their advantage. Digital communications professionals are 

responsible for everything from creating online brand assets to building an engaged social media audience. The 

communication that occurs in our day-to-day life is in the form of signals. These signals, such as sound signals, generally, 

are analogy in nature. When the communication needs to be established over a distance, then the analogy signals are sent 

through wire, using different techniques for effective transmission. The conventional methods of communication used 

analogy signals for long distance communications, which suffer from many losses such as distortion, interference, and other 

losses including security breach. In order to overcome these problems, the signals are digitized using different techniques. 

The digitized signals allow the communication to be more clear and accurate without losses. The following figure indicates 

the difference between analogy and digital signals. The digital signals consist of 1s and 0s which indicate High and Low 

values respectively. 
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2. Information Hiding 

Information hiding is the principle of segregation of the design decisions in a computer program that are most likely to 

change, thus protecting other parts of the program from extensive modification if the design decision is changed.  The 

possibility of automatically covering classified documents in unclassified data streams is a novelty in the military 

information infrastructure. These companies are new and make full use of information technology. Secret Communications 

the Rebirth of Steganography Experienced with the Growth of the Digital World Nowadays, digital files are used to encrypt 

data. Small or detectable data hiding can be done in two domains. In the spatial and transient domain, it is directly embedded 

in the pixel values, and in the transform domain, the transform coefficients are used to hide the data. However, the 

information must have a better hiding ability, be invisible and robust against attacks. However, the requirements are 

interconnected and have an impact on the bit transfer method used to embed the enhanced strengths and weaknesses. 

Although no experimental results are presented, Moon et al improve the ability to encode text and images in a video file 

using AVI (Audio Video). Interleaved 4LSB method and used as an authentication tool by computer forensics. Data 

obfuscation is a term that encompasses a wide range of techniques that make it difficult for innocent carriers to hide 

confidential data. As many meta-analytic results included in the present article as possible were based on five or fewer 

samples (k _ 5) after describing the included studies, we considered the relationship between self-reported and recorded 

activities of digital media use. We can observe that list variables are introduced in an array and our proposed information 

hiding technique is based on that capability. Remove the program that represents the specified c secret message in a queue, 

and that queue le is embedded in the small header. The sequence is retrieved from le once delivered to the receiver, and the 

secret message is decoded from the sequence so that the reliable transmission rates for hiding the blind information do not 

exceed the access charge for decrypting the page information. Hide is bigger than anything else. Optimized for blind 

information hiding strategy and Gaussian attack. In the difficulty studied by Costa, the channel optimal distribution is again 

Gaussian to see the optimal attack performance as an equally efficient distribution. Costa's results are consistent with Gel's 

and Pinscher's results. Extension, Optimal Attack Repeated Gaussian Test The optimal distribution of the channel was tested 

by Costa. It is the same optimal distribution that achieves the probability in the problem the same optimal distribution 

includes information the target goal is to maximize reliable transmission. The attacker's goal is to reduce that rate at which 

the game process is effective, the difference between two mutual information, different manifestations of the secret ability, is 

obtained depending on the knowledge available to the informants, attackers, and decoders. 

3. Meta Analysis 

A meta-analysis is a quantitative, systematic, epidemiological study design used to systematically evaluate the results of 

previous research. Usually, but not necessarily, research is based on randomized, controlled clinical trials. Although there is 

no widely accepted threshold for the magnitude of the associations found in this meta-analysis, the available evidence 

suggests that self-report measures of the possibility of automated media application postings for bullying should not be 

considered a substitute. Depending on the survey definition or word bully variable between the time survey and definition 

only bullying and other variables cyber bullying, this variable will be included as a meta-analysis moderator. Meta-Analysis 

to Analyze Data from 131 Studies Related to Cyber Threats this meta-analysis synthesizes the growing body of research on 

cyber threats. Quantitative highlights of the relationship between predictors and outcomes of CB and CV, and these 

highlights, and differ among these, the results of the meta-analysis showed increases in CB and CV and several variables 

associated with show reporting, including depression and low life satisfaction mental variables and increased variables such 

as addiction and alcohol use. . Negative Relationship between Cyber bullying Perpetration and Academic Achievement 

Another limitation deals with generalizability another limitation of these meta-analysis deals with generalizability. Our goal 

is to be as comprehensive as possible and include as many possible predictors and outcomes in the analysis. Many of the 

meta-analytic results in the present article are based on samples of five or fewer (k _ 5) after describing research that 

provided self-reports of virtual media use and we bear in mind the association between recorded games. Self-report of login 

use and problematic use this is followed in the next section by an analysis of potential moderating components in this 

assessment. As with any type of research in registered statistics, many meta-analytic studies are subject to limitations, and 

we call for additional research beyond the scope of this meta-analysis. First, the limitations of the method used should not be 

ignored. The validity of the results of a meta-analysis depends on the correct sampling of the original studies of the 

procedures followed in the original studies, the qualitative methods used, and their tests accurately reported. Second, the 

domains business and commerce in narrative traffic using the non-narrative domain this article moderates, however, 

illustrating that sub domains may always be subject to variation. 

4. Online Communication 

Online communication is how people communicate, connect, and transact using digital media to send, retrieve, or receive 

any type of information over the Internet. All communication carried out over the Internet is called online communication. 

As we become more online, this form of communication becomes equally important as offline communication. The 

traditional mode of operation in construction has been criticized for stagnation, towards progress through execution of 

contracts. Such parties realize that they are self-sufficient and do not expect the benefit of collaborative problem-solving. 

Communication breakdowns can derail the construction project. Although highly adversarial in nature, construction 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
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confederations are an informal voluntary organization that encourages parties to be flexible, accountable and self-governing. 

Suitable for use in internal LAN transmission, such as multicomputer applications. Assume that each net station's external 

LAN portals represent the source path connection to the supervised node at release time with the number of connected nodes 

measured in a straight line. A node mapping declares which connection is monitored for a path to a particular node within a 

gateway connected as part of the system within a net station for basic traffic. The gateway uses those facts when attaching 

the incoming wallet on that hyperlink to block any cooperative pipeline in the direction of its intent, at any time, name of a 

message. Because the desired outgoing channel already exists and is being used by another message. At that time the 

chairman of the restricted message Free Jury operated on a first-come, first-served multimedia priority basis. Arrows depict 

important logical data flows between subsystems. Ideal for basic applications that need to go internally, they are supervised 

if the CPU is available or they are not even interesting within the workstation itself. Nock subsystems are connected to the 

edge of the nuclear cluster via special cables with net stations. 8x8 mesh boards have connecting ports. Each port is an 

individual full-duplex external terminal of a MOSAIC channel. A net station can connect more than one cluster to ports. 

Other extension communication channels can be used with clusters. As traffic between clusters increases, the number of 

ports used at the intercluster communication network level may increase. Details of intra-network station routing must be 

hidden. However, streams from individual internal nodes of the network can directly access the internal LAN routing to 

obtain maximum performance benefits Streams can leave the internal edges and exit directly to the gateways. This means 

that intra-network station routing is not hidden at the network level. It also means that the external and internal paths are 

equivalent indicators of connectivity layer. Point-to-point technology is exclusive, with channels connecting adjacent senders 

and receivers, which is the number of plates in the channel. It uses technology that reduces the bus to at least two, single 

circuits, increasing efficiency by allowing multiple transfer operations to take place simultaneously on separate channels. 

Total bandwidth measurements that comprise the network are proportional to the number of channels. 

5. Wireless Communication 

Wireless communication involves the transmission of information over a distance without the help of wires, cables or any 

other electrical conductors. Wireless communication is a broad term that includes all practices and forms of connecting and 

communicating between two or more devices using wireless signals through wireless communication technologies and 

devices. V waves, with their inherent flexibility, provide the keys to successfully distinguish a signal from noise while 

mitigating the effects of interference and noise. The radiation monitoring method is simple and widely used in the area of 

field-based propagation. However, the radiation monitoring method is very inefficient, which is why there are many 

publications focusing on the acceleration of radiation-monitoring algorithms. There are many ways to achieve acceleration. 

Following the rapid development of wireless communication, new techniques are being used to increase its performance and 

QoS. For use in smart antennas and MIMO systems, wireless channel spacing is required. Along with path loss and time 

delay propagation, angle of arrival is required for modern wireless communication systems and the development of joint 

spatiotemporal models. High Bass and Low Bass High bass parts are very small and detailed. Therefore should not be 

processed further. However, there is still some detail in the low-pass section, so it's split again. This dynamic operation is 

repeated until the required level of clarity is achieved. Usually the number of sub bands is limited by the amount of data or 

computing power. The wavelet transform generates subcarriers with different frequencies and code lengths. Since the 

subcarrier has the same frequency airspace, the subcarrier controls to increase or decrease the frequency by shortening the 

symbol or increment length. A different system can be created using such characteristics of frequencies. From a 

communications perspective, such a feature would be advantageous for organizations that need to support multiple data 

streams with varying transit latency requirements. 

6. Conclusion 

Digital communication is the physical transfer of data through a point-to-point or point-to-point multidisciplinary 

communication channel.  information hiding is the principle of segregation of the design decisions in a computer 

program that are most likely to change, thus protecting other parts of the program from extensive modification if the design 

decision is changed.  A meta-analysis is a quantitative, systematic, epidemiological study design used to systematically 

evaluate the results of previous research. Usually, but not necessarily, research is based on randomized, controlled clinical 

trials. Online communication is how people communicate, connect, and transact using digital media to send, retrieve, or 

receive any type of information over the Internet. Wireless communication involves the transmission of information over a 

distance without the help of wires, cables or any other electrical conductors. 
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